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Abstract: This paper proposes a hierarchical optimization energy management strategy to suppress 
the battery aging in plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. In the first-level, a variable-threshold dynamic 
programming algorithm to distribute the power between the energy storage system and the engine is 
proposed. By adding supercapacitor to form the hybrid energy storage system, and using adaptive low-
pass filtering algorithm, the power between the battery and the supercapacitor is distributed. To control 
the supercapacitor and battery to work within the capacity range, a power limits management module 
for redistributing the power between the engine, the supercapacitor and the battery is considered. The 
adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm and power limits management module constitute adaptive power 
allocation method in the second-level. After that, the rain-flow counting algorithm is applied in this 
paper to calculate battery aging cost. By using the rain-flow counting algorithm, the battery 
performances are analyzed, and the results show that the adaptive power allocation method can 
improve the battery service life by about 54.9% compared with the global dynamic programming 
algorithm. Considering the initial cost of the supercapacitor, the costs of battery aging, fuel 
consumption, electricity consumption, and management cost of retired batteries, compared with the 
global dynamic programming algorithm, the life cycle economy of the vehicle is improved by 12.4% 
under the proposed method. 

Keywords: Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle; Hybrid energy storage system; Battery aging; Adaptive 
power distribution; Life cycle economy

Nomenclature:

CTF: cycles to failure PED: pure electric driving
CTUDC: Chinese typical urban driving cycle PHEB: plug-in hybrid electric bus
DOD: depth of discharge PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
DP: dynamic programming SOC: state of charge
ESS: energy storage system SOE: state of energy
ESU: energy storage unit TC: total cost
HESS: hybrid energy storage system TM: traction motor
ICE: internal combustion engine TOS: threshold of SOC
ISG: integrated starter generator V-DP: variable-threshold dynamic programming
OD: optimization driving
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1. Introduction: 
As the energy shortage is becoming increasingly serious [1-4], there is an urgent need to find 

alternatives to conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles [5-7]. Due to longer driving 
range and excellent fuel economy [8-10], much attention has been focused on the development of plug-
in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) which is equipped with a large capacity battery pack that can 
replenish power from the grid [11-13]. 

The configurations of PHEV power are divided into three categories, namely, the series 
configuration, the parallel configuration and the series-parallel configuration [14]. Among them, the 
series-parallel configuration is widely used because of various working modes. LiFePO4 is a positive 
active material for lithium-ion batteries and has been widely used in automotive applications [15-17]. 
Due to its characteristics including flat voltage plateau, high energy density, low toxicity and large 
safety range [18], the lithium-ion phosphate battery is widely used in electric vehicles and PHEVs. In 
this study, the energy storage system (ESS) of the target PHEB is built by the lithium-ion phosphate 
battery. Nevertheless, the cost of the lithium-ion battery is very high and the power density of the 
lithium-ion battery is low [19, 20]. The demand for instantaneous output and input power makes the 
lithium-ion battery frequently charge and discharge [21-23], which exacerbates battery aging, resulting 
in a severe capacity degradation in PHEV. Conversely, supercapacitor is characterized by high power 
density and high cycle-life [24-27], which could respond quickly to power demands [28-30]. The 
concept of the hybrid energy storage system (HESS), therefore, described by combining battery packs 
and supercapacitor groups [31], can effectively prolong the battery service life. 
1.1 Literature review

Various methods have been proposed to allocate the output power between the battery and the 
engine. These previous energy control strategies only focus on improving fuel economy, among which 
the most extensively researched strategies are rule-based and optimization-based strategy [32-34]. 
Rule-based energy management strategies enable different driving modes by setting fixed thresholds. 
Lee et al [35] has introduced a rule-based strategy to distribute power between the battery and the 
engine for a PHEV, which ensures that the engine and the battery operate at high efficiency. However, 
the threshold setting depends on engineering experience. Optimization-based strategies can improve 
highly the performance of the power system for PHEVs [36-38]. With the development of intelligent 
algorithms, various optimization algorithms such as dynamic programming (DP) [39], particle swarm 
optimization (PSO)[40] [41] and fuzzy logic approach [42] have been developed, among which DP is 
the most widely used. Ref.[43] has described a method by applying DP realizing the optimal power 
allocation of PHEV, resulting in 20% improvement in fuel economy compared with traditional control 
strategy. Under the DP algorithm, the optimal fuel economy can be obtained, but the DP algorithm is 
a set of methods for solving the optimal strategy from the last step to the first step. As a result, the 
battery state of charge (SOC, which used to describe the amount of energy left in a battery compared 
with its full capacity) cannot be controlled, which may cause battery frequent cycling hence aggravates 
its aging. To ensure fuel economy while suppressing battery aging, a novel hierarchical optimization 
energy management strategy is proposed in this paper which can allocate the power between engine, 
battery and supercapacitor.

HESS is widely used in smoothing power fluctuations. Refs.[44-47] confirm that HESS with 
supercapacitor will greatly inhibit battery’s aging. Some methods have been proposed to allocate the 
power between supercapacitor and battery inside HESS, such as rule-based control [48], fuzzy control 
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[49], optimal control based algorithm [50] and low-pass filtering algorithm [51, 52], among which the 
low-pass filtering algorithm is the most realistic. However, traditional first-order low-pass filtering 
algorithm can't monitor the remaining capacity of the battery and supercapacitor in real time, which 
can easily lead to over-charge and over-discharge of them. Moreover, the filter coefficient of the first-
order low-pass filtering algorithm is fixed, which will cause the sub-high frequency signal not to be 
filtered and the large amplitude signal not to not followed well, resulting in a small reduction in the 
number of charge and discharge cycles of the battery. In order to reduce the number of battery charge 
and discharge cycles more and control the supercapacitor and the battery to work within the capacity 
range, a novel adaptive power allocation method is introduced in the paper which includes adaptive 
low-pass filtering algorithm and the power limits management module.

Currently, some studies have investigated the problem of battery aging in PHEV. Ref.[53] uses the 
neuro-fuzzy system to evaluate the health status of the power battery pack, clarifying the effects of 
battery charging and discharging depth, battery operating temperature and other factors on battery 
aging. In [54], the fuzzy logic method is used in battery modeling, and the influence of temperature on 
the parameters is described by fuzzy rules. 

To estimate the service life of the battery, empirical model and data-driven model are proposed. Li 
et al [55] developed a cycle life model to predict the battery cycle-ability accurately. Ref.[56] has 
developed a lithium-ion battery temperature dependent model based on deep learning algorithm to 
estimate battery terminal voltage and SOC with low error. However, these methods are complicated 
in calculation process. In order to improve speed while maintaining accuracy, this paper proposes a 
simple but effective battery life model based on rain-flow counting algorithm.
1.2 Motivation and innovation

The demand for instantaneous output and input power exacerbates batteries aging. To ensure fuel 
economy while suppressing battery aging, the hierarchical optimization management strategy is 
designed. The key innovations of this paper are as follows:

1) To improve fuel economy while suppressing battery aging, a hierarchical optimization energy 
management strategy is proposed for a PHEV with multi-energy sources. 

2) In the first level optimization, variable-threshold dynamic programming (V-DP) algorithm is 
developed to reduce the numbers of battery charge and discharge cycles.

3) In the second level optimization, adaptive power allocation algorithm is proposed to reduce 
battery charge and discharge frequency and rate.

4) A battery life model based on rain-flow counting algorithm is designed to optimize the 
hierarchical optimization energy management strategy and analyze the life cycle economy.

1.3 Organization of the paper
  The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces PHEV configuration and 
builds ICE model, battery model, supercapacitor model, integrated starter generator (ISG) and traction 
motor (TM) model, and vehicle longitudinal dynamics model. Battery anti-aging control strategy with 
a hierarchical optimization approach is illustrated in section 3. Then, section 4 introduces life cycle 
economic analysis method based on rain-flow counting algorithm. In section 5, the results and 
discussion will be illustrated. Conclusions are drawn in section 6. 

2. Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle modeling

2.1 PHEV configuration
A single-axis series-parallel PHEV is investigated in this paper, and its typical powertrain 
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configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a), which is consisted of a conventional internal combustion engine 
(ICE), an integrated starter generator (ISG), a traction motor (TM) and a battery pack. Compared with 
powertrain configuration a, powertrain configuration b adds a supercapacitor group shown in Fig.1(b), 
and other components are same in two configurations. Powertrain configuration a and b are the 
research object in this paper. The detailed parameters of the PHEV are listed in Table.1. The data-
driven source comes from target PHEB, which is produced by Yutong Bus Company. The PHEB, that 
has been studied in [14, 57, 58], is 18 meters long and runs on city roads.

ICE

ISG

Battery TM

Transmission
system

Clutch

Electric Path
Mechancial Path

ESS

(a)The series-parallel powertrain with an ESS

ICE

ISG

Battery

Supercapacitor

TM

Transmission
system

Clutch

HESS

Electric Path
Mechancial Path

(b)The series-parallel powertrain with a HESS
Fig.1 Topology of different PHEV powertrains

Table.1 Specific parameters of the PHEV
Name Parameters Value Parameters Value
ICE Maximum power/kW 147 Maximum torque/Nm 804

Idle speed/rpm 650 Maximum speed/rpm 2600
ISG Maximum power/kW 55 Maximum torque/N 500
TM Maximum power/kW 168 Maximum torque/N 2000
Battery Capacity/Ah 60 Voltage/V 576
Supercapacitor Capacity/F 13.75 Voltage/V 576
Others Vehicle loaded mass/kg 18000 Windward area/m2 6.6

Air resistance coefficient 0.55 Tire rolling radius/mm 473
Rolling resistance coefficient 0.0095 Transmission efficiency 0.93

2.2 PHEV modeling
To provide the necessary simulation environment for the study of hierarchical optimization energy 

management strategy, the simulation model is built, including ICE model, battery model, 
supercapacitor model, TM model, ISG model and vehicle longitudinal dynamics model. The ICE 
model, the ISG model and the TM model are developed based on the experimental modeling method. 
The efficiency map of ICE, ISG and TM are expressed as the relationship between the speed and torque 
by a non-linear 3-D MAP from the experimental data. This modeling method is widely used [43, 59] 
and be proved with feasibility [60, 61]. The battery model, the supercapacitor model and the vehicle 
longitudinal dynamics model are based on mathematical modeling method.

2.2.1 ICE modeling

The ICE model together with the driving pattern provide the power requirements for the hybrid 

energy storage in this study. The key optimization is the power shared between the battery and the 

supercapacitor and the main contribution of the paper is the battery anti-aging control in the hybrid 

scheme. Therefore, the presented simulation is developed based on a MAP of the sets of ICE test data. 
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Note that BSFC is the abbreviation for brake specific fuel consumption. The ICE fuel consumption 

map is shown as Fig.2.
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Fig.2 The ICE fuel consumption map [58]

2.2.2 Battery modeling
The study is developed based on the PHEB, in which the Lithium iron phosphate battery is used as 

the main power source. To analyze the dynamic characteristics of the lithium-ion battery, a simple but 
effective internal resistance battery model is built, and its charge state can be calculated by the 
following equation [62]: 

2
int

int

4
2

OC OC BV V R PdSOC
dt R C

   
 

 
(1)

Where, (V) is the battery open-circuit voltage; ( ) is the battery internal resistance; (Ah) ocV intR  C

is the nominal capacity of the battery; (W) is the electric power provided by the battery, which is BP

determined by power requirements of the ISG and the TM.

2.2.3 Supercapacitor modeling
The dynamic characteristics of the supercapacitor group can be described as a series connection of 

a resistance  and an ideal capacitor, which can be described as follows [63]:CR

ct co c cU U R i   (2)

Where, (V) and (V) are the output voltage and the ideal capacitor voltage respectively, and ctU coU

(A) is the output current.ci

2.2.4 The ISG and TM modeling

The ISG and TM are both permanent magnet synchronous motor. The working efficiency  of m

the motor is an interpolation equation of the speed and torque, which is shown as follows [43]:

   , ,m m m m mn T f n T  (3)
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Where, and (Nm) are speed and torque of the motor, respectively. mn mT

  Efficiency map of the ISG obtained from experimental data is shown in Fig.3 (a), and efficiency 
map of the TM obtained from experimental data is shown in Fig.3 (b). 
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Fig.3 Efficiency map of the motor [62]

2.2.5 Vehicle longitudinal dynamics modeling
During the driving process, the driving force provided by the power system needs to overcome the 

driving resistance of the vehicle. In the longitudinal direction, the dynamic equation of the PHEV can 
be described as follows [58]:

21 cos sin
2d w f i a D r

dvF F F F F C A v mgf mg m
dt

           (4)

   Where: (N), (N), (N), (N) are aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, climbing wF fF iF aF

resistance and acceleration resistance, respectively.  is air resistance coefficient. (m2) is DC A

windward area. (kg/m3) is air density. (m/s) is relative vehicle speed, which is relative to wind  rV

speed.  (kg) is the vehicle gross mass. g(m/s2) is the gravitational acceleration.  is rolling m f

resistance coefficient.  is the road gradient.  is the mass factor that equivalently converts the  

rotational inertias of rotating components into translational mass (the value is 1.05).  (m/s2) is dv dt

driving acceleration.

3. Battery anti-aging control with a hierarchical optimization approach
Depth of discharge (DOD), number and rate of charge and discharge cycles will affect battery aging. 

To suppress battery life degradation, the hierarchical optimization energy management strategy is 
proposed in four levels, that the battery anti-aging control is shown in Fig.4.
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Battery life quantification method based on Rain-
flow cycle-counting algorithm

Driving cycle

Powertrain configuration with ESS

SOCESS SOChigh
Powertrain configuration with HESS

Improved DP optimization 
algorithm with adjustable 

threshold
Variable-threshold 
DP optimization 

algorithm
Model

Power 
load

First level optimization Second level optimization

Battery life quantification model

Initial cost

Operating cost

Life cycle cost

Power limits 
management 

module

Vehicle life cycle economy

Engine power

ESS power

Battery power

Battery aging 
cost

Battery aging cost under SOChigh

ESS power

Energy 
consumption 

cost Adaptive low-pass 
filtering algorithm

Battery 
power

Supercapacitor 
power

Model

Model

Management cost

Fig.4 The battery anti-aging control frame
1) First-level optimization: Based on powertrain configuration with ESS, the V-DP algorithm is 

applied for each global driving condition discretizing the threshold of SOC of ESS within a certain 
range. When the SOC of ESS is above the threshold, the vehicle is in pure electric driving (PED), 
otherwise, the vehicle is in optimization driving (OD). For each threshold of SOC of ESS, firstly, 
ESS power and engine power through simulation based on V-DP is obtained. Then, battery aging 
cost based on battery life quantification model is set up with the calculation of fuel and electricity 
consumption costs based on ESS and engine powers. Finally, battery aging cost, fuel and 
electricity consumption costs to determine the optimal threshold is considered.

2) “Second-level optimization: Supercapacitor is introduced into the ESS forming the HESS. The 
power of ESS obtained in the first-level optimization is specified as the power of HESS in the 
Second-level optimization. The adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm is proposed to distribute the 
power between the battery and the supercapacitor inside the HESS. Then the power limits 
management module is used to control the supercapacitor and the battery working within the 
desired power range. The power limits management module is also functional to redistribute the 
power between the ICE and HESS when the power of the battery/SC HESS cannot meet the power 
requirement.”

3) Battery life quantification model: In order to optimize the hierarchical optimization energy 
management strategy and analyze the life cycle economy of the vehicle, a simple but effective 
battery life quantification model based on rain-flow counting algorithm is proposed. The number 
of battery charge and discharge cycles can be obtained by the rain-flow counting algorithm. Hence, 
the aging cost of battery can be calculated based on the battery life model.

4) Vehicle life cycle economy: In order to evaluate the pros and cons of hierarchical optimization 
energy management strategy, the life cycle cost of the vehicle is analyzed. Since powertrain 
configuration a and powertrain configuration b have the same parameters except the energy 
storage unit (ESU), only the initial cost (supercapacitor group cost), operation costs (fuel and 
electricity consumption costs and battery aging cost) and management cost of retired batteries are 
quantified in this paper. 

3.1 First-level optimization: variable-threshold dynamic programming (V-DP)
DP is a global optimization algorithm, which is mainly used to solve the optimization problem of 
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multi-stage decision making. The solution process of DP is based on the optimization principle 
proposed by Berman. The whole optimization process is decomposed into a series of single-step 
optimization sub-problems. The minimum cost function is obtained by the backward solution method, 
and finally the optimal decision sequence is obtained. 

The whole vehicle can obtain the best fuel economy with the global optimal energy management 
based on DP algorithm. However, the DP strategy distributes the electric energy evenly in the running 
vehicles, which will cause frequent charging and discharging of the battery and accelerate battery aging. 
Therefore, V-DP algorithm is proposed discretizing the threshold of SOC in ESS within a certain range 
for each global driving condition as shown in Fig.5. When the SOC of ESS is above the threshold, the 
vehicle runs in PED, otherwise, the vehicle runs in OD. ESS power and engine power through 
simulation based on V-DP is obtained for each threshold of SOC in ESS, following with the battery 
aging cost acquisition based on battery life model and fuel and electricity consumption costs 
calculation based on ESS and engine powers. Finally, the optimal threshold can be determined by fuel 
consumption costs, electricity consumption costs and battery aging cost, that can be described as 
follows:

_total init ESS fuel elecC C C C    (5)

Where,  is the initial cost of ESS;  is the battery life aging factor; is fuel _init ESSC  fuelC

consumption cost; and  is electricity consumption cost.elecC

start

SOC_ESS

SOC_ESS>SOC_high

PEDOD

Y

N

SOC_high

Calculate battery 
aging costs based on 

battery life model

Calculate fuel and 
electricity 

consumption costs

Battery power

Battery 
power

Supercapacitor 
power

Comprehensive 
costs

Discrete optimization of SOC threshold within a certain range

Control strategy

Fig.5 Variable-threshold DP algorithm
When the vehicle runs in PED, only the ESS is operated, the ICE and the ISG are always in the off 

state, and the clutch is always disengaged. Since the ESS is at a high SOC, the braking energy is not 
recovered.

When the vehicle in OD, the SOC of ESS is selected as system state variable. The ICE torque , eT

the ISG torque , the TM torque , the clutch state , and the braking torque  are the ISGT mT cluS bT

control variables for the system.
A plug-in hybrid system can be described as a nonlinear time-discrete system as shown in equation 

(6):
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0

( 1) ( ( ), ( ))
(0)

x t f x t u t
x x

 
 

(6)

Where  is the SOC of battery at time t;  is the state at the (t+1)th time of the system;  x t  1x t 

 , namely , , , , , are the control quantities act on the vehicle at time t;  is  u t eT ISGT mT cluS bT f

the system state transfer function.
The establishment of the objective function of PHEV equivalent fuel consumption is shown in the 

following equation:

 1

0
,N

k kk
J L x u


  (7)

Where,  is the equivalent fuel consumption which includes fuel and electricity  ,k kL x u

consumption cost at time k. J is the total equivalent fuel consumption.
To ensure stable operation of the ICE, ISG, TM and battery, the following constraints are established 

in equation (8):

   

   

   

min max
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(8)

Where, (rpm) and (Nm) are the speed and output torque of the engine at the kth step, _e kn _e kT

respectively; (rpm) and (Nm) are the speed and output torque of the ISG at the kth step, _ISG kn _ISG kT

respectively; (rpm) and (Nm) are the speed and output torque of the TM at the kth step, _m kn _m kT

respectively; (Nm) is the hydraulic brake torque at the kth step; and the subscripts min and max _b kT

in the variables denote the maximum and minimum of those variables, respectively. 

3.2 Second-level optimization: Adaptive power allocation method
The power is distributed between ESS and ICE considering the battery aging cost, fuel and 
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electricity consumption costs in the first-level optimization. In order to suppress the battery aging 
further, supercapacitor is added in ESS to form the HESS. An adaptive power allocation method is 
pointed out to redistribute the power between ICE, battery and supercapacitor as shown in Fig.6, which 
is mainly composed of two parts: adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm and power limits management 
module. The power of HESS between the battery and the supercapacitor, which is assigned to the 
power of ESS obtained in the first-level optimization, is distributed by using the adaptive low-pass 
filtering algorithm proposed in this paper. In order to control the operation of supercapacitor and 
batteries in the capacitor range, the power limits management module redistributes power between 
ICE, supercapacitor and battery. 

Adaptive 
low-pass 
filtering 

algorithm Power limits 
management 

module

Battery pack

Supercapacitor 
group

ICE

Calculate 
remaining energy

PHESS

PICE_1

PB

PSC

PICE

PB_3

Power limit

Fig.6 Adaptive power distribution method

3.2.1 Adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm
The first-order low-pass filtering algorithm can quickly distribute the power between battery and 

supercapacitor inside HESS, after which, the battery power output is smoothed and the number of 
charge and discharge cycles of battery is greatly reduced. However, the filter coefficient of the first-
order low-pass filtering algorithm is fixed, which will cause the sub-high frequency signal to not be 
filtered and the large amplitude signal to not be followed well, resulting in a small reduction in the 
number of charge and discharge cycles of the battery. Moreover, due to the large difference, the size 
of the supercapacitor group is large, which is not conducive to the installation inside the vehicle.

To solve these issues, an adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm is used. The battery power and  BP t

supercapacitor power  at time t can be obtained by the following equations: SCP t

          1 1B B HESSP t k t P t k t P t      (9)

     SC HESS BP t P t P t  (10)

Where,  is the filter coefficient. The smaller the filter coefficient is, the smoother the filter  k t

results are, but the lower the sensitivity is. 
The power signal of ESS obtained by the first-level optimization can be divided into three modes:
Mode 1: Power data changes rapidly in a certain direction.
Mode 2: Power data oscillates rapidly within a certain range.
Mode 3: Power data changes slowly and the oscillation frequency is low.
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The adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm shown in Fig.7 is able to accurately identify the three 
modes and give the corresponding dynamic filter coefficients. In mode 1, it is necessary to dynamically 
increase the filter coefficient, which can follow the change of the original data in the trend, so that the 
peak power of the supercapacitor is not too high, meanwhile the size of the supercapacitor group will 
be reduced. In mode 2, a small filter coefficient is given, which can filter out the high-frequency power 
signal, greatly reduce the number of charge and discharge cycles of the battery. In mode 3, a suitable 
filter coefficient is given to achieve the effect of first-order low-pass filtering.

HESS 
data

Adjust 
threshold_1 and 

threshold_2
Same direction num+1

Magnitude of the data 
change > threshold_1

num+STEPnum>Threshold_2
K=K+m
num=0RET

K=Klow

num=0

N N

N

Y

Y
Y

Fig.7 Adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm

3.2.2 Power limits management module
Since the charge and discharge power of the battery and supercapacitor, which are easy to be 

overcharged and over-discharged, are not limited, so the robustness of the entire control strategy will 
become weak. Aiming at this issue, a novel power limits management module is shown in Fig.8, which 
can achieve two functions. One is that limiting the maximum or minimum power output of the battery 
and supercapacitor based on the state of energy (SOE) derived in Eq.11. Another is that power limits 
management module is performed to minimize the tracking error of the charging and discharging 
power of the HESS when the battery or supercapacitor has insufficient capacity. 

01

t

ESU
ESU

ESU

P dt
SOE

E
   (11)

Limit module 1 and 3 in all three limit modules can limit battery power, and supercapacitor power 
is limited by limit module 2. The operation steps of the power limits management module are as 
follows:

Step 1: The battery power  is obtained by the adaptive low-pass filtering passes through the _ 3BP
limit module 1 to get , which ensure the battery operates within the capability range._ 2BP

Step 2: By the difference between power of HESS  and the supercapacitor power HESSP _1BP  , 
 can be obtained._1SCP

Step 3:  pass through limit module 2 to obtain , which ensure the supercapacitor operates _1SCP SCP
within the capability range.

Step 4: The difference between  and  results in tracking error of the charging and _1SCP SCP
discharging power of the battery.  passes through the module 3 to get . _1BP BP

Step 5: If the sum of battery power  and supercapacitor power  cannot meet the HESS BP SCP
requirements, the power between HESS and ICE will be distributed. Finally, the battery power , BP
the supercapacitor power  and ICE power  are obtained.SCP ICEP
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Fig.8 Power limits management module frame
To ensure the battery and supercapacitor operation within the capability range, the corresponding 

control strategies for the three limit modules is developed. Limit module 1 and 3 have the same control 

rules to define  as battery residual energy,  as the maximum energy setting of the battery, _B rE _ maxBE

 as the battery power input to the limit module,  as the battery power output from the limit _1BP BP

module, and  as the battery power at the last moment. Control strategy is formulated to minimize 1KP 

the number of charge and discharge cycles of the battery. Limit model 3 is implemented with the 
following rules (limit model 1 is same with limit model 3).

If  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  _1B BP P

If  &  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  1 0KP   0BP 

If  &  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  1 0KP   1B KP P 

If , then ;_ min _ _ maxB B r BE E E  _1B BP P

If  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  _1B BP P

If  &  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  1 0KP   1B KP P 

If  &  & , then ;_ _ maxB r BE E _1 0BP  1 0KP   0BP 

Limit module 2 limit the supercapacitor power that  is supercapacitor residual energy,  _C rE _ maxCE

is the maximum power setting of the supercapacitor,  is the supercapacitor power input to the _1SCP

limit module, and  is the supercapacitor power output from the limit module. Owing to high cycle-SCP

life, the smoothness of the power curve of the supercapacitor is not in consideration. Limit model 2 is 
implemented with the following rules.

If  & , then ;_ _ maxSC r SCE E _1 0SCP  _1SC SCP P

If  & , then ;_ _ maxSC r SCE E _1 0SCP  0SCP 

If , then ;_ min _ _ maxSC SC r SCE E E  _1SC SCP P

If  & , then ;_ _ maxSC r SCE E _1 0SCP  0SCP 

If  & , then ;_ _ maxSC r SCE E _1 0SCP  _1SC SCP P
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4. Life cycle economic analysis based on rain-flow counting algorithm

4.1 Battery life quantification model
The battery life quantification model is established by the combination of cycles to failure chart and 

the rain-flow counting algorithm. This modeling method has proven to be efficient and accurate [44, 
55].

4.1.1 Rain-flow counting algorithm
The rain-flow counting algorithm was first used in the fatigue life analysis of metals, which can 

record the number of cycles and the corresponding amplitude. 
The rain-flow counting algorithm is operated as follows [64]:
1) The rain flow sequentially flows from the inside of the peak position of the load time history 

down the slope.
2) The rain begins to flow from a peak point and stops flowing when it encounters a peak larger 

than its starting peak.
3) When the rainwater encounters the rain flowing down, it must stop flowing.
4) The amplitude of each loop is taken down by getting rid of the full loops.

4.1.2 Battery life modeling
The life of the battery is affected by the number and depth of charge and discharge cycles. The more 

frequent the battery is charged or discharged, the greater depth of charge and discharge is, the shorter 
service life of the battery is. The rain-flow counting algorithm is used to record the number of charge 
and discharge cycles and the corresponding DOD of the battery. 

For a uniform batch of batteries, the battery manufacturer gives a set of life data, that is, the 
relationship between cycles to failure (CTF) and the DOD of the battery at a certain discharge speed, 
as shown in the Fig.9. Using power function to fit this set of data, the FCD equation is shown in Eq.12. 
After curve fitting, the coefficient in the above formula can be obtained: , .1075.1a  1.027c  

  c
CDCTF F DOD a DOD   (12)
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Fig.9 Cycles to failure vs. depth of discharge
The relationship between the battery life aging factor η, which is affected by the number of battery 

cycles and the corresponding DOD can be described as follows:

1 CTF  (13)

According to the global cycle numbers obtained by the rain-flow counting algorithm and the 
corresponding DOD data, the total battery aging can be calculated by Eq.14. 
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  (14)

Thereby the quantified life of the battery can be obtained by Eq.15.

BL T D (15)

Battery life quantification flow chart is shown in Fig.10.
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ηi =1/Ni

D=D+ηi
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Battery Life：
LB=T/D

N

Y

Fig.10 Battery life quantification model

4.2 Life cycle economy
This paper mainly carried out life cycle cost analysis for powertrain configuration a and powertrain 

configuration b. The difference between these two configurations is that configuration a loads ESS and 
configuration b loads HESS. Therefore, the cost of ESU, costs of fuel consumption and electricity 
consumption, and management cost of retired batteries will take into account when analyzing the life 
cycle cost of the vehicle. 

4.2.1 Initial cost
Initial cost mainly includes the cost of ESU loaded on the vehicle. As for configuration a, the initial 

cost is the battery pack displayed below:

_B init B BC E  (16)

/1000B B BE Q U  (17)

Where:  and  are the price ($/kWh) and energy (kWh) of battery, respectively.  and B BE BQ

 are capacity (Ah) and voltage (V) of the battery, respectively.BU

As for configuration b, the initial cost is the total market price of the battery pack and the 
supercapacitor group loaded by the vehicle:

_SC init SC SCC E  (18)
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2 (2 1000 3600)SC SC SCE C U    (19)

_ _ _HESS init B init SC initC C C  (20)

Where:  and  are the price ($ per kWh) and energy (kWh) of supercapacitor, respectively. SC SCE

 and  are capacity (F) and voltage (V) of the supercapacitor, respectively.SCC SCU

4.2.2 Operating costs
Due to the high cycle life of the supercapacitor, there is no need to replace it during the entire life 

cycle of the vehicle. Therefore, operating costs mainly include fuel consumption cost, electricity 
consumption cost and battery aging cost throughout the life cycle, as described below:

_ _ _oper fuel N elec N B agingC C C C   (21)

_

_

_ _

300
300

fuel N e fuel

elec N B elec

B aging B init

C N V
C N E
C C N







    


   
   

(22)

Where N is the life cycle of the whole life, (liter) is the engine fuel consumption per day;  eV fuel

($ per liter) is the price of diesel;  ($ per kWh) is the price of electric.elec

4.2.3 Management cost of retired batteries
  Aging lithium-ion batteries are processed through landfill routes. Hence the aging batteries 
management cost can be described below:

mana rep B repC N M    (23)

Where  is the number of replacements during the life cycle, (kg) is the total mass of the repN BM

car battery pack, ($ per replacement) is the management cost of one replacement. Based on the rep

proposed retired batteries cost function, the management cost of the retired batteries will be added in 
the Section 5.3 “Life cycle cost analysis”.

4.2.4 The total cost of the life cycle
  This paper calculates the battery aging cost after each driving based on the battery life model. 
Therefore, the initial cost only includes the initial cost of the supercapacitor shown as Eq.20, and the 
initial and replacement costs of the battery pack are all integrated into the operating costs. 

_init SC initC C (24)

The total costs include initial cost, operating costs, and the management of aged batteries, as 
described below:

init oper manaC C C C   (25)
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5.Results and discussion
All the models including PHEV model and battery life quantification model are established in 

Matlab/Simulink as a platform. The simulation is completed using a computer with an Intel Core i7-
8550U 1.99 GHz processor, 8 GB of RAM and 64-bit Windows operating system. The main object is 
a PHEB driving in city condition. In the simulation process, the Chinese typical urban driving cycle 
(CTUDC) is selected as shown in Fig.11, and the specific indicator parameters of CTUDC are shown 
in Table.3. The vehicle model is in operation continuously for twelve CTUDCs to verify the pros and 
cons of the control strategy. The price of battery is 300 $ per kWh (according to Ref.[60]), the energy 
of battery pack is 34.56 kWh calculated by Eq.16, so the initial cost of battery packs is 10368 
$ calculated by Eq.15. The price of supercapacitor is 3600 $ per kWh (according to Ref.[65]), the 
energy of supercapacitor group is 0.63 kWh calculated by Eq.18, so the initial cost of supercapacitor 
group is 2268 $ calculated by Eq.17. The price of diesel is 1.04 $ per liter, and electric price is 0.18 
$ per kWh (according to data on 02 Feb 2019 in Beijing).

Table.3 CTUDC indicator parameter table
Parameters Value Parameters Value 
Average speed/(km/h) 16.2 Percentage of time spent on idle/% 29.0
Maximum speed/(km/h) 60.0 Percentage of time taken at a constant speed/% 17.0
Total mileage/km 5.8 Acceleration time percentage/% 32.0
Total driving time/s 1314 Percentage of time spent decelerating/% 22.0
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Fig.11 The velocity and acceleration of CTUDC driving cycle

5.1 V-DP algorithm verification
  To suppress battery aging, V-DP algorithm is proposed to distribute the power between ESS and 
ICE. Considering the electricity and fuel consumption costs, and battery aging cost under the overall 
conditions, the optimal threshold is selected. 

The threshold of the SOC of the ESS is discretized between 0.9 and 0.5, and each discrete point data 
is brought into the V-DP algorithm. The results are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13. 
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Fig.12 Energy consumption costs and battery aging cost at various thresholds
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Fig.13 Total cost at various thresholds
As shown in Fig.12, the fuel consumption cost gradually decreases with the threshold increasing, 

but the electricity consumption cost and the sum of fuel and electricity consumption cost gradually 
increases. This proves that the vehicle equivalent fuel economy is optimal under the global DP. 
However, as the threshold decreases, the aging cost of the battery tends to decrease gradually. 

As shown in Fig.13, by considering the costs of fuel consumption, electricity consumption and 
battery aging, the total cost (TC) decreases first and then slowly increases as the threshold decreases. 
Using Chebyshev polynomials to fit the data of the total cost is shown as follows (Note that TOS is 
the abbreviation for threshold of SOC):

4 3 2
0 1 2 3 4TC b TOS b TOS b TOS b TOS b         (26)

After curve fitting, the coefficient in the above formula can be obtained: , 0 157.29b 

, , , . Based on the Eq.26, when TOS is 0.8, the TC 1 407.32b   2 391.31b  3 166.06b   5 50.97b 

is minimum. Compared to the global DP algorithm, the overall cost is reduced by 2.2%. Record V-
DP with a threshold of 0.8 as V0.8-DP. 

 As shown in Fig.14, the number and depth of battery charge and discharge cycles can be obtained 
through the rain-flow counting algorithm. For different thresholds, the SOE of the battery always 
drops from 0.9 to 0.2 under global conditions. Therefore, only the small loops in the SOE change 
process are compared and analyzed. As shown in Fig.14, as the threshold decreases, the total number 
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of battery charge and discharge cycles gradually decreases. The number of charge and discharge 
cycles of the battery under global DP is 254. When the threshold is 0.8, it drops to 244, and when the 
threshold is 0.5, it drops to 236. The maximum value of the y coordinate is gradually decreased 
because the time of the vehicle in PED gradually increases as the threshold decreases. This causes 
the number of charge and discharge cycles of the battery dropping sharply at a high SOE value, and 
effectively suppressing aging of the battery.

The dynamic programming algorithm is used as the benchmark for comparison. The battery life is 
776 days based on the DP and battery life model. In the first-level optimization, the battery life is 809 
days based on the V0.8-DP and battery life model. Therefore, comparing with global DP, the first 
level of optimization is able to improve the battery lifetime by 4.25%. 
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Fig.14 Number and depth of battery charge cycles and discharge at various thresholds

As shown in Fig.15, the fuel and electricity costs are compared under global DP and V0.8-DP 
condition. The fuel consumption cost of V0.8-DP is lower than the global DP, but the electricity 
consumption cost of V0.8-DP is higher than the global DP at the beginning. As simulation time 
increases, the fuel consumption of V0.8-DP is gradually higher than the global DP, and the electricity 
consumption of V0.8-DP is gradually lower than global DP. The reason is that vehicle runs long in 
PED based on V0.8-DP with no engine working at this stage. However, with the simulation time 
increases, the SOC of the battery quickly drops to 0.8, the engine starts to work, fuel consumption cost 
begins to increase, and electricity consumption cost gradually decreases.
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Fig.15 Comparison of energy consumption under two algorithms

5.2 Adaptive power allocation verification

5.2.1 Adaptive low-pass filtering verification
Supercapacitor is equipped in ESS to form the HESS to further inhibit battery aging. The power of 

ESS obtained in first-level optimization is specified as the power of HESS, and adaptive low-pass 
filtering algorithm is used to distribute the power between battery and supercapacitor in HESS. The 
ICE and ESS in powertrain configuration a have been allocated via the V0.8-DP. As shown in Fig.16, 
the battery power obtained by adaptive low-pass filtering is much smoother, which means that the rate 
of battery charge and discharge is reduced a lot, and battery aging is suppressed to a great extent.
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Fig.16 Comparison of battery power before and after adaptive filtering
As shown in Fig.17, the SOC curve of the battery after adaptive low-pass filtering is significantly 

smoother. The amplitude and number of battery charge and discharge cycles are significantly reduced, 
which will effectively inhibit battery aging.
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Fig.17 Battery SOC comparison before and after adaptive filtering

5.2.2 Power limits management module verification
Adaptive power allocation method is able to inhibit battery aging effectively. However, the battery 

and the supercapacitor over-charge and over-discharge problems are prone to occur because the 
adaptive low-pass filtering method cannot monitor the remaining energy of them. The result obtained 
by adaptive power allocation method is shown in Fig.18, the supercapacitor has a serious over-
discharge problem because of low energy density, which greatly reduce the stability of the vehicle's 
power.
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Fig.18 The remaining energy of the battery and the supercapacitor is obtained by adaptive power allocation
To control the supercapacitor and the battery working within the capacity range, power limits 

management module is proposed to redistribute the power between engine, supercapacitor and battery. 
The result obtained by power limits management module is shown in Fig.19, both the supercapacitor 
and the battery work within the set energy range, and power limits management module is real-time. 
Therefore, under any working conditions, the supercapacitor and the battery will not have the problem 
of over-charging and over-discharging no matter how long the driving time.
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Fig.19 The remaining energy of the battery and the supercapacitor is obtained by power limits management 
module

Fig.20, (a), (b) and (c) are obtained based on global DP, V0.8-DP and adaptive power allocation, 
respectively. It is obvious that the maximum depth of battery charge and discharge cycles obtained by 
adaptive power allocation (shown in Fig.20(c)) is smaller than those obtained by global DP (shown in 
Fig.20(a)) and V0.8-DP (shown in Fig.20(b)). Also, the number of battery cycles with adaptive low-
pass filtering is 126, which is decreased by 50.4% and 48.4% compared with those obtained by global 
DP and V0.8-DP, respectively. By using the rain flow cycle counting, the battery lifetime evaluations 
are compared between the two cases that PHEV with adaptive power allocation method and PHEB 
with dynamic programming based on the assumption that the PHEB fulfills 12 times of the CTUDC 
per day. The result shows that the battery service lifetime is improved from 776 days with the dynamic 
programming to 1102 days of the PHES with the adaptive power allocation resulting in 54.9% battery 
lifetime extension.
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Fig.20 Number and depth of battery charge and discharge cycles

5.3 Life cycle cost analysis
According to the general design requirements, the PHEB has a life cycle of 12 years. This paper 

assumes that the PHEB runs twelve CTUDCs (about 4 hours in total) one day and works 300 days a 
year. The capacity of the battery pack is 60Ah, and the mass of the battery pack is 353kg (data from 
Yutong Bus). The management fee for a ton of aging lithium-ion batteries is $1,170, which includes a 
$1,120 collection cost and a $45 landfill dump fee [66]. The battery life is 776 days based on DP and 
battery life model, so the battery needs to be replaced four times, and the management cost of aged 
battery is $1652 based on Eq.23. The battery life is 809 days based on V0.8-DP and battery life model, 
so the battery needs to be replaced four times, and the management cost of aged battery is $1652 based 
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on Eq.23. The battery life is 1102 days based on DP and battery life model, so the battery needs to be 
replaced two times, and the management cost of aged battery is $826 based on Eq.23. 

For powertrain configuration a, the battery aging cost is $13.37 per day under the global DP. The 
battery aging cost is $12.81 per day under the V0.8-DP. For the powertrain configuration b, the battery 
aging cost is $8.64 per day after adaptive power allocation, because the supercapacitor group is added. 

Table.4 Comparison of life cycle cost under different configurations and different algorithms
Parameters Powertrain configuration a Powertrain configuration b
Algorithms Global DP V-DP Adaptive power allocation
Battery pack cost ($)
Battery service life (%)

48132
100

46116
104.3

31104
154.9

Supercapacitor group cost ($) 0 0 2268
Fuel cost ($) 29354 30062 33892
Electricity cost ($) 11631 10977 11400
Aged batteries management cost ($) 1652 1652 826
Total cost ($) 90769 88807 79490
Total economy (%) 100 97.8 87.6

As shown in Table 3, the powertrain configuration a has the lowest equivalent fuel consumption 
based on the global DP with the highest battery aging cost. Compared to vehicle configuration a, 
configuration b has the initial cost of supercapacitor group with the reduced battery aging cost. 
Considering the battery aging cost, the initial installation cost of the supercapacitor group and the 
equivalent fuel consumption costs, the total cost of the vehicle configuration b under the adaptive 
power allocation is the lowest. Comparing to the powertrain configuration a under the global DP, the 
cost of the powertrain configuration a based on V0.8-DP is reduced by 2.2%. Compared with the 
configuration a under the global DP, the cost of the configuration b based on the adaptive power 
allocation is reduced by 12.4%. These data fully demonstrate that hierarchical optimization energy 
management strategy can suppress the battery aging greatly. 

6. Conclusions:
  This paper proposes a hierarchical optimization energy management strategy to suppress the battery 
aging for a PHEB with HESS. The PHEB simulation model is set up to run twelve CTUDCs. In the 
first-level, this paper proposes V-DP algorithm to allocate the power between ESS and engine, and the 
results show that when the threshold of SOC of ESS is 0.8, the total costs include battery aging cost, 
fuel consumption cost and electricity consumption cost are minimum. Compared with global DP, the 
battery service life is improved by 4.25% under V0.8-DP. In the second-level, firstly, this paper 
proposes adaptive low-pass filtering algorithm to distribute the power between supercapacitor and 
battery inside HESS, but the results show that supercapacitor appears severely over-discharged. Then, 
this paper proposes power limits management module to control the supercapacitor and battery 
working within the capacity range and redistribute the power between ESU and engine. The results 
show that compared with global DP, the battery service life is improved by 54.9% under power limits 
management module. In order to optimize the hierarchical optimization energy management strategy 
and analyze the life cycle economy, this paper proposes a simple but effective battery life 
quantification model based on rain-flow counting algorithm. The results show that compared with the 
global DP, the life cycle economy of the vehicle is improved by 2.2% and 12.4% under the V0.8-DP 
and adaptive power allocation respectively. In conclusion, the hierarchical optimization energy 
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management strategy can significantly inhibit battery aging and effectively improve the life cycle 
economy of the vehicle.
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Highlights:
1. A method are proposed to improve fuel economy while suppressing battery aging
2. Numbers of battery charge and discharge cycles are reduced based on the algorithm
3. Adaptive power allocation algorithm could reduce battery charge and discharge rate
4. A life model is developed for quantitative analysis of battery lifetime improvement
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